MERV 7.5 Mk2

Variable Beam Catamaran Workboat
HIGHLIGHTS:
• REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT
• Unique Hull Design
• Trailerable 25 to 35FT length
10Ft Beam on 25Ft /8.6Ft beam
special order
• Flat Deck Design
• Crane to move
Interchangeable modules for
added flexibility and versatility
that can be added to the Base
Model (MERV 7.5 Mk2)
• MERV - World Tracking System
All MERV’s can be painted to suit

FEATURES of the BASE BOAT:
Length Overall

- 30.50ft 9.30m

Collection Tanks capacity

Length Hull

- 24.60ft 7.50m

Hand rails & Lifeline height - 3.00ft

Beam Maximum

- 14.00ft 4.27m

Non-Slip Deck Grating

- All deck units

Beam Trailer-able

- 10.00ft 3.05m

Hull Depth

- 4.25ft

1.30m

Hinged Bridge Decks
Fixed Bridge Deck Units

- 2 Units
- 4 units

Height on Trailer

- 12.5ft

4.19m

Control Console

-

Shallow water operation - 1.50ft

0.46m

0.91m

1-unit stbd/aft

**Adaptable to move forward, have seat installed, enlarged
for extra crew coverage, Optional Full covers

Engines (Twin Suzuki OB) - 2 , 115 HP
Fuel Capacity

- 1200 gals 4540 litres

- 90 gals 340.6 litres
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The

MERV 7.5 Mk2

Destined to be the WORKBOAT of the FUTURE with its UNIQUE DESIGN and sheer VERSATILITY.

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE – INTERCHANGEABLE - MODULES:
(Can be purchased and added at any time.)

•Water Strainer’ TRASH Collection Module with marina-side wash down system
• ‘CHEMOIL’ Module (Oil and Sheen Collection)

• Oil-Spill Boom Deployment Module

• ‘On-Land-Fire’ Support Fire Pump Module

• Pile Driving Support Module

• ‘Vessel-Afloat’ Fire Fighting Module

• Towing Module

• Marina Maintenance Module

• Aerator Module

• Search & Rescue Module

• Glass bottom Module

• Diving Support Module with Moon Pool

• MYCELX Filtration System

• Vehicle Transport Module with loading ramps
Further details, that owners of the MERV 7.5 Mk2 will appreciate:

The Innovative Hull Design:
Great care and consideration has been
implemented into the hull design.
The outside of the hull has been designed
for optimal higher speed performance
The inner walls of the hull are smooth and
vertical for ‘non- run-over’ collection
capability.
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Trailerable:
The MERV 7.5 Mk2 can be easily transported on its own trailer.
In the USA, boats that are under 10 feet wide may be towed without a permit. Only a driver’s license and a
licensed boat and trailer are required. However, boats over 10 feet wide must have a permit and flashing light
escort. Boats over 12 feet, (wider than the road lane) require a police escort and a more expensive permit.
The unique hinging frame system (Swing Arm Units) allows for the hulls of a MERV to come together when
afloat or for transport when being trailered. This design enables a 14-foot beam MERV to collapse to under 10
feet for road transport. The boat may operate in the water in both the open and closed position.

Flat Deck Design:
The Base Boat is configured with port and starboard hulls, 2 swing arm units and 4 bridge deck units. These
combined with outboard motors, steering console and perimeter stanchions and lifelines provide a flat safe
working environment for multiple applications.
Apart from being an ideal general workboat, the MERV 7.5 Mk2 is able to work as vehicle ferry, carrying cars,
light trucks or ATV’s. The forward diverter arms as used on the CHEMOIL and STRAINER modules may be used
as ramps for loading and unloading vehicles and other wheel-borne equipment.
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Other uses may include:
• Fresh water cartage
• Navigation light or buoy maintenance or installation
• Flat deck will help with the setting and recovery of mooring buoys
Removal of one or more of the bridge deck units allows for the substitution of other modules, such as the
CHEMOIL or Glass Bottom modules, into the central ‘moon pool’ space between the hulls. This Module will
likely be used most of the time.

MERV 7.5 Mk2 Modules …
Adding to the versatility and cost effectiveness of the MERV 7.5 Mk2 is the optional “ADD-ON” modules
that can be purchased at any time, as needs and circumstances allow.
Once you truly appreciate the versatility that the MERV 7.5 Mk2 affords its owners you will find yourself
wondering why “no one thought of ‘this’ sooner.”
Expand your horizons (and income) with the MERV 7.5 Mk2 and its lineup of optional modules.

The MERV 7.5 Mk2 Flat Deck Module:
The Flat Deck is positioned to convert the open deck into a closed one ideal for cargo, passengers, and various
other uses which further enhances MERV’s versatility.
The Flat Deck module is ideally suited as a vehicle ferry
or people carrier with its drop down front ramp
access.
The unique ‘J-plate and Wheel Lock’ system allows for
modules of any type to be placed between the hulls.
Each new module can have the sister K plate adaptors
added to allow quick and simple inter-changeability.
A deck mounted crane on the port side (not shown for
clarity purposes) is used for lifting modules into place.
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The MERV 7.5 Mk2 – Trash Collection Module:
The ‘patent applied for’
floating trash collector is
mounted between the hulls
with an open collection
basket fixed behind.
When full, the self-buoyant
basket is closed and allowed
to float out under the aft
swing arm unit.
The basket is then fastened
to the tow posts on the aft
gill brackets and towed
behind the boat. A new
basket is lifted off the stack
ready on the port aft deck, unfolded and placed into the vacant collector position. The MERV is then able to
continue collecting floating trash without having to return to base.
Filled floating baskets may be daisy-chained one after another behind the boat.

FOLDED BASKET – Optimum Storage

UNFOLDED and ready for use

The Trash Collection module is different to the CHEMOIL module in that it is designed to:
• Pick up larger floating solids and contain them in larger baskets that will lift onto a dock for disposal.
• Collect items that have blown or fallen overboard such as food, napkins or items of clothing.
• Gather pollutants ie: plastic bags, polystyrene cups, dead animals, newspapers, tins cans & cup lids.
• Contain vegetation such as sticks, leaves, floating plants, weeds & algae.
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The MERV 7.5 Mk2 ‘CHEMOIL’ – Oil Spill Collection Module
The CHEMOIL module is built as a self-contained unit and was designed for efficient oil spill recovery in either
smooth or turbulent water conditions. It is placed centrally into the MERV, between the hulls after the two mid
bridge deck units are removed.
This module is used for all chemical and oil spill recovery situations.
The CHEMOIL lifts up the
floating layer of liquid,
drawing from both fore and
aft directions. Its unique
configuration ensures that
high percentage collection
rates (low water inclusion)
are achieved.
All floating chemicals, petrol,
diesel, and heavy oils are
lifted up and deposited into
two 600 gallon capacity
holding tanks in each hull
which can then be disposed
of properly.
In the case of small oil spills, where the volume is not great enough to warrant saving and recycling, the oil and
water will be lifted, then deposited into the collection tanks and then pumped back into the harbour though our
MYCELX filtration system. This will remove all small particles, all oil and sheen, before pumping clean water back
(less than 15 parts per million). This is another good example of the MERV being a ‘Green’ product.
In the event of a large oil spill, the CHEMOIL Module will be picking up almost pure oil. It is separated on board
using another proprietary method with the resulting oil then being stored in the collection tanks.
The recovery rates are very impressive and much greater than any existing oil recovery method. When larger
quantities of oil are recovered, we will separate it on board, pump the oil into floating bladders and tow them
like a log boom to an oil recycling plant. In most circumstances, the oil becomes the property of the MERV
owner, as valuable extra income.
All waste water is returned through MYCLEX filters, (USA product and EPA approved), to remove the remaining
sheen which is not only better for the environment but also results in a much lower disposal cost.
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The CHEMOIL module will pick up mosquito larvae (study with
Gold Coast City Council), other chemicals, coal and other dust;
basically, anything floating on the water*.
*Often seen floating in the water of marinas, rivers, ports and along the coast are:
• Diesel fuel and petrol spilt when fuel tanks are being filled or cleaned.
• Toxic chemicals such as paint, cleaning fluids, polishing liquids or chemical runoff from
towns and cities, chemical and industrial estates.
• Small objects like cigarette butts.
• Fish scales and bird feathers.

The MERV 7.5 Mk2 MYCELX – Filtration System Module:
MYCELX Oil Removal Systems and Engineered Solutions offer sustainable and cost attractive oily water
management.
The engineered Oil Removal Systems guarantee no oil sheen and are capable
of achieving 1-15 ppm or less oil in water discharge.
For Boats/ships/vessels greater than 44 Gross Tons, we recommend Pure Ship,
BilgeKleen Big Blue Systems.
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Waste and Bilge Pumping using removable collection tanks.
CONVENIENCE - MERV offers the large yacht or boat owner the convenience of having their vessel’s bilges
pumped at their dock rather than them having to wait in line at a pumping station.
OF NOTE:
The photo to the right is that of a ship that has sunk
during a Hurricane. It is protected with a boom to
prevent fuel and oil from leaking into the environment,
but the portable pumps are pumping bilge water directly
into the Harbour. EPA Regulations in the USA prohibit
this.
The picked-up water should either be contained by the
boom or passed through a filtration system – the MERV
7.5 supports this requirement by passing the bilge water
through the MYCELX filters.

The MERV 7.5 Mk2 Oil Spill Boom Collection Module:

Every oil spill should be boomed as soon as possible.
There are two options to boom an oil spill:
Normal Reel Module: The boom can be dispensed
from its container. We have a boom laying system that
allows MERV a quick response; it can lay the boom,
stay inside and then recover the oil.
Boom Container: The boom is connected to another
anchor, the MERV 7.5 then sails off deploying the
boom as it moves away.
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The MERV 7.5 Mk2 Diving Module:

MERV can be used as a Mother Ship
for salvage diving and ROV
operations.
The diver can enter the water from the
safety of the opening between the
hulls, commonly known as the moon
pool.

The crane mounted ahead of the port collection tank hatch
(removed for clarity) may be used to lower a diver cage or ROV
(Remotely Operated Vessel) if required. Removable hand rails around
the moon pool and diver steps are provided.

Exiting and re-entering MERV, from the centrally located moon pool, is a
very much ‘to be appreciated’ safety feature as MERV always remains
‘balanced’.
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The MERV 7.5 Mk2 ‘Vessel – Afloat’ Fire Fighting Module:
The fire-fighting system can be installed with equipment that is used by the City Fire Department. This benefit
offers standardized equipment between the various fire-fighting departments.
After recent discussions with various officials, there is now a requirement for a variety of fire-fighting modules.
Our first fire-fighting module is a Class A and Class B foam fire-fighting module for an in-harbour vessel fire.
MERV’s Fire Fighting Module would have been
well suited to assist in extinguishing this boat fire
that occurred in Sydney, Australia.
MERV would also have been ‘Johnny-on-the-Spot’
when it came time to boom the area, once the fire
was contained.
MERV, with the appropriate module, would also
can start ‘cleaning’ any surface water of oil,
retardant and other residue from the boat and
fire.
The ‘Vessel-Afloat’ Fire Fighting Module has been specifically designed to fight an on-board fire within a Marina
environment. This module can be combined with MERV’s own collection tanks, which can be used to store the
fire-fighting foam required to combat class A and B fires.
Tanks with a total capacity of up to 1200 gallons, supporting a
nominal 1% to 3% mix ratio, would allow the MERV to fight an
on-board fire for an extended period before requiring
replenishing.
The Foam Fire Fighting Module can pump water from the sea,
then add the foam and consequently generate considerable
amounts of fire retardant. The module will, on the larger
MERV’s, be powered by the on-board system however, on the
smaller MERV’s, a generator may be required.
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The MERV 7.5 Mk2 Glass Bottom Module:
A ‘glass’ bottom can be installed in the ‘Moon Pool’ created when we remove the Scrub Module amid ship for
easy viewing of the ocean floor as seen in this simulated picture.

Prime use in the marina, for this module,
would be to assist in diver related search
and rescue missions - for example if a car is
driven over the edge into the water, the
glass module would be helpful for the on
board rescue coordinating officer if his
vision of the rescue scene is impaired.

Other uses include research or study by
EPA, government or engineer orientated
underwater inspections, tourism and
entertainment functions, such as fish and
reef viewing for recreation or
environmental reasons.

In viewing the above diagrams, one can easily grasp the functionality and appeal of MERV’s, Glass Bottom Module.
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MERV 7.5 Mk2
In recognition of the need to reduce algae in both waterways and lakes – anywhere where water can stagnate,

Here you will see a rendering of the MERV with 2
specially designed Aerators mid ship in the “Up”
position.

MERV will be able to address problematic areas that previously may have been next to impossible to access let
alone maintain control over.
The 10ft beam of the MERV 7.5 Mk2 in the
narrow trailer mode allows the boat to be
easily transported anywhere in the
country, launched then put to immediate
use in algae ridden lakes and estuaries.
The design of these unique aerators
propels the vessel slowly forward without
the use of the boats own outboard motors.
With one of the aerators positions
reversed, the boat is static in the water.
These aerators are powerful enough to
aerate water up to 16 feet below the water
surface

- MERV World Tracking System 12

As an added benefit, for any owner of a MERV, we are immensely proud to offer this system.
The MERV World Tracking System, will
provide an unheard of advantage to
every MERV owner as you will soon
learn.
An ‘advantage’ that could
ultimately even pay for your investment
in a MERV.
Ron Cross, the visionary behind MERV,
proposes to build a database for each
MERV in existence. This database would
include the serial number of each MERV,
‘our’ tracking number and all relevant
information that would benefit a
potential customer.
In the event of any emergency, such as
oil spills, vessel fires, emergency rescues, etc. MERV’s tracking system / database would quickly be able to
pinpoint each and every MERV that may be able to benefit the situation and verify the vessel’s availability. With
MERV’s unique trailering capabilities, MERV’s deployment radius is considerable.
In order to best serve any deployed MERV’s and their operators, MERV Corporate is proposing to use a satelite
tracking system for monitoring purposes. Port Vision is one option that we are considering to this end.
Port Vision would generate a ‘live location’ of all MERV’s called to action and actively in attendance, which
would then aid in the coordination efforts.
Further Port Vision has been designed to indicate every other vessel in the vicinity which will result in an
increased effectiveness.
We believe that Port VIsion will be an invaluable asset
for MERV operators in the case of a marine disaster.
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For inquiries and any further information that you may require on the MERV 7.5 Mk2
please contact:

Wayne A. Fellers
USN-Ret.

506 1 Street Suite 105
Morgan City, LA
st

wayne.fellers@merv-marine-usa.com
PHONE (713)857-0193

www.merv-marine-usa.com
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